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The inaugural Downtown Jazz Festival, organized by 
the Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning (JCAL), 
certainly didn’t lack for ambition. The event, which 
honored local hero Milford Graves, brought a star-
filled lineup to the Queens neighborhood just north of 
JFK Airport. In addition to the honoree, Don Byron, 
Pheeroan akLaff, Camille Thurman and others 
performed during the three-day event. They all had a 
hard act to follow with the opening salvo of pianist 
Jason Moran and drummer Tyshawn Sorey (Jul. 12th). 
The pair are known separately as two of today’s most 
cerebral players and composers so it was with great 
anticipation that the audience settled into JCAL’s black 
box theater for their first official performance (after  
a 2016 reception appearance for a John Rogers 
photography exhibition at The Jazz Gallery). To use the 
word transcendent would give the wrong impression; 
that term implies something greater than the physical 
entity and experience. The 50-minute free improvisation 
beheld actually made one keenly aware of the intensely 
physical act of music-making, as the boundary between 
pianist and drummer and piano and drums blurred, 
particularly during a segment where Moran set up a 
Minimalist foray of repeated two-finger rolls from the 
lowest part of the instrument’s register. A strong 
improvised set will have a couple of “how did we get 
here?” moments; Moran and Sorey somehow managed 
to keep this sense of wonder as a constant state, going 
by in a flash yet also feeling infinite.    —Andrey Henkin 

While jazz is usually associated with the elegant and 
classy, often the environs where it can be found are 
anything but. So The 75 Club in the basement of the 
historic Bogardus Mansion, with its tasty cocktails and 
warm brick, is a welcome, relatively new addition to 
the city’s venue pool, especially in lower Manhattan, 
where jazz clubs are to be found few and far between. 
But charm will only get you a first date, as it were;  
you need personality too. That comes in the form of the 
club’s bookings, such as a solo Andy Bey residency on 
Thursdays and, last month, the Trombone Festival 
(Jul. 5th-6th). The name says it all: a three-trombone 
frontline anchored by a fine rhythm section of Noriko 
Kamo (piano), Tyler Mitchell (bass) and Victor Lewis 
(drums). And what a frontline: Dick Griffin, Frank 
Lacy and Craig Harris, a trio of the finest players and 
conceptualists the instrument and jazz as a whole has 
to offer. Griffin was ostensibly the leader as it was his 
compositions featured during the opening set of the 
weekend alongside jazz standards. If at first the group 
was a tad ragged and Lewis a bit too bombastic for the 
room, overwhelming the vox humana quality of the 
trombones, by the middle of the set, all lengthy 
renditions, Griffin’s “Time Will Tell” and Miles Davis’ 
“All Blues” displayed the full potential of the group: 
delicious polyphony; moments of reflection; fanfaric 
energy; circular-breathed multiphonics from Griffin; 
and moody exploration of melody—a trombone festival 
within the trombone festival.                 (AH)

The mahogany-lined walls of recent Bushwick 
addition The Sultan Room invited guests into its highly 
aestheticized ‘70s-lounge setting to witness the NOH 
Band: alto saxophonist Tim Berne, guitarist David 
Torn and drummer Dave King (Jul. 2nd). Clearly  
well-suited to one another, the musicians’ individual 
talents fell naturally into place within the sonic world 
they created. King was robust, jittery and assured, 
helping ground the trio through sudden and dramatic 
dynamic shifts while Torn acted as an alchemist, 
creating swirling vortices of sound with looping, 
feedback and sustain, the perfect palette over which 
Berne traced rich, curious melodies. During the quieter 
moments, the nuances of each player’s technique came 
into focus—crisp, precise fluttering rhythms; 
multifaceted horn tone; curious, alien  looped guitar. 
The textural interplay between the full tones of guitar 
and saxophone (at times breathy, other times wailing) 
was particularly intriguing, the pair blending into a 
kind of  whirling drone. Torn’s electronic work was 
engaging as he occasionally slipped in vaguely bluesy 
lines amid the bleeping, glittering and whirring of his 
hefty rig. King was similarly exploratory yet tonally 
calculated, alternating among different sticks, brushes 
and mallets—even his bare hands—to acclimate to the 
music’s shifting air and curious wanderings of Berne’s 
heady melodic work. The hour-long first set 
demonstrated collaborative spirit in a unique setting.  
         —Annie Murnighan

Jamie Saft kicked off his new monthly series “Spheres” 
at Nublu 151 (Jul. 8th), the first installment featuring 
his keyboards, plus guitarist Chuck Hammer, bassist 
Brad Jones and drummer Bobby Previte. Each possesses 
a distinct style, which resulted in a freewheeling 
soundscape, though occasionally lacking in cohesion. 
While the introduction was lush and pristine, the 
sound soon mutated into something looser and more 
chaotic. Previte’s rhythms were marked by a consistent 
focus on rapid cymbal strikes, accented with blunt 
snare hits and thunderous fills. Saft’s technique was 
both dramatic and abstract; if at times his fingers 
fluttered across the keys in a glissando, his solos were 
jagged and playful. Hammer’s blues and rock 
influences remained clear as he employed a whammy 
pedal and crunchy overdrive to contrast Saft’s 
glimmering tone on keys and organ. Jones held down 
tight grooves, providing an anchoring presence. About 
halfway through the set, the group orchestrated a full 
descent into chaos, during which it was nearly 
impossible to distinguish between heavy guitar riffs 
and stuttering keyboard strikes. Such moments of 
dramatic dynamic escalation at times betrayed a sense 
of disjointedness among the players. As they emerged 
from the noise, the group slid into another crisp groove 
held together by a steady, infectious bassline and a 
tight funk beat. When they finally allowed enough 
room to breathe, the group proved a potent 
collaboration of distinct voices.                (AM)
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Jason Moran/Tyshawn Sorey @ Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning NOH Band @ The Sultan Room 
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www.avishaicohen.com
Avishai Cohen @ Facebook » 
Avishai Cohen @ Twitter » 
Avishai Cohen @ Instagram »
Avishai Cohen @ Youtube »

AVISHAI COHEN
ARVOLES

SSC 4619 - IN STORES AND STREAMING NOW

Appearing at the BLUE NOTE
August 1, 2, 3 & 4 (shows at 8 PM & 10:30 PM)

Avishai Cohen Trio
with Shai Maestro & Mark Guiliana

“Gently Disturbed”
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http://www.nycjazzrecord.com
http://jcal.org/
http://thesultanroom.com/
http://www.sunnysiderecords.com

